
THESIS ON DEATH OF A SALESMAN ABOUT AMERICAN DREAM

The play Death of a Salesman greatly portrays a specific ideology in regards to values, dreams, goals, and success in
our consumer-driven society. In Death of a Salesman and The American Dream, Arthur Miller and Edward Albee
masterfully. Willy Loman, Arthur MIller 's tragic.

He spots the potential in Biff and then begins to live his failed dreams through Biff. As Willy gets older and
sees that he has not accomplished much with his life, and that his son Happy hates him. Willy Loman's
definition does not differ greatly from mine although while trying to pursue this dream, Willy's mind slowly
drifted further and further away from reality The member's of his immediate family, Linda, his wife, and his
two sons, Biff and Happy, support his role. Willy Loman's obsession with the dream directly causes his failure
in life, which, in turn, leads to his eventual suicide. When Willy was a young man, he Unfortunately, Willy's
simplistic ideas on how to accomplish his goal are what ultimately prevent him from reaching it This essay
will examine the impact of the capitalistic myths on Willy Lowman. The American Dream is still valid but is
totally different from what it used to be. Constantly, each character escapes their problems with deceit. The
play takes issues with those in America who place to much stress on material gain, instead of more admirable
values. Willy tries to make himself a better person by making Biff successful. Willy Loman is one of these
traveling salesmen. The American Dream in today's society is dead and is proven several times through plays,
poetry, and essays Bernard â€” Willy admires Bernard and his success in the business world. Out of that
thinking comes the "American Dream," the idea that anyone can ultimately achieve success, even if he or she
began with nothing. That dream has endured and flourished for hundreds of years; as a result, American
writers naturally turn to it for subject matter, theme, and structure. He lies to her about his financial situation
and his job. The play takes issues with those in America who place to much stress on material gain, instead of
more admirable values. Yet, the dream that destroys Willy is not one that he has chosen. He keeps this secret
from the family until one day Biff comes to his hotel room to tell him about his failing grade in math. Willy
also struggles between illusion and reality; he has trouble defining and distinguishing the past from the
present. Throughout the piece, Miller uses his voice of conscience and passion for the purpose of exposing the
truth about the concepts. The flute gives a feeling of spring and optimism, generally a joyous tone. Using these
as his benchmarks, Willy can never achieve the success he so desperately craves. They wanted to leave their
past behind. To begin with I found my self-having difficulty reading the play. And logically the screen and
stage productions both differ greatly in regards to the The result is the anti-hero, Willy Loman. Everyone
wants to be successful and live the American dream, but Willy Loman took that to an extreme.


